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Introduction

The Board regularly reviews all policies to ensure the objectives are being met by the intended
policy. On June 7, 2019, the Board reviewed a request from a producer to receive the Train
Accessibility Discount on a farm that was not eligible. As a result of the request, the Board
undertook a consultation on the Train Accessibility Discount policy to ensure the policy is still
relevant, up to date in the current environment, meeting policy expectations, and treats all
producers fairly and equitably. The Train Accessibility Discount policy is largely revered as a
successful policy, yet it is important to review and determine if the policy is appropriate for the
future of dairy farming in BC.
Natural Products Marketing (BC) Act
Under s. 7.1 of the Natural Products Marketing (BC) Act (NPMA), the BC Farm Industry Review Board
(BC FIRB) is responsible for the general supervision of all marketing boards and commissions in the
province, including the Milk Board. Therefore, in consideration of new or revised policy, it is
imperative to refer to the policy framework provided by BC FIRB, as well as to all specific policy
directives and guidelines that have been issued with respect to transportation policies.
BC FIRB and the Board agree that a principles-based approach to policy-making is preferable to a
prescriptive approach to policy-making, because it allows for greater freedom for individuals within
the regulated market, while providing a fair and transparent regulatory landscape in which to make
business decisions. In theory, this should also generate desired policy outcomes that adhere to the
principles that were considered in the first place. However, to successfully achieve this requires a
clear understanding of how your proposed policy, provides the right incentives and meets these
overall principles.

Train Accessibility Discount Policy Consultation

On June 7, 2019, The Board instructed staff to undergo a consultation with stakeholders on the
current Train Accessibility Discount policy (yard and driveway policies) to ensure it is relevant and
meeting policy objectives. The Board consulted with producers on the Train Accessibility Discount
policy at the industry meeting on November 27, 2019, as well as with BCDA on November 27, 2019,
MMPA on December 3, 2019, and the Transportation Advisory Committee on September 12, 2019.
A draft policy was sent out to all producers (and posted on BCMMB website) on December 27, 2019
along with presenting the draft policy at the Mainland Milk Producers AGM on January 10, 2020 and
the Island Milk Producers AGM on January 27, 2020 requesting any further feedback on the draft
policy. Regional associations were also provided an opportunity to provide written feedback. A full
timeline of the five-month consultation is below.

Policy

Producers are eligible for a volume-based discount on their cost of transport, if their farm is able to
be picked up by Train. The former policy was spread over two documents, attached in appendix
under “Transport Costs & Quality Bonus” and “Farm Driveway & Yard Policy”.
A Train is the two-trailer set up that can haul approximately 42,000 Litres rather than a tridem
trailer around 30,000 Litres. A Train can haul 40% more milk volume. The Train Accessibility Discount
supports and incents producers to invest in, or locate their farms, to promote efficient
transportation. The BCMMB compensates transporters on a Route Based Formula which factors the
amount of equipment, the size of the equipment, as well as number of hours and kilometers,
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amongst many other variables. By incenting the usage of Trains, we reduce the amount of
equipment necessary and therefore reduce the provincial transportation rate for all BC producers.
The Route Based Formula factors in the required equipment, and transporters cannot adjust
equipment seasonally, thus why the Train Accessibility Discount is available only if you are Train
accessible year-round. A producer does not receive the discount if they are only Train accessible in
the summer but not in the winter.
Train Discounts are applied as follows:
• Train Accessible producer shipping 100,000 Litres in the month or less: $0.15/HL discount
• Train Accessible producer shipping 100,000 to 200,000 in the month: $0.30/HL discount
• Train Accessible producer shipping more than 200,000 in the month: $0.45/HL discount
The current policy directs producers to the “Farm Driveway and Yard policy” to understand if they
meet Train Accessibility requirements.

Policy objectives

The policy objective of the Train Accessibility Discount is to encourage producers to facilitate
efficient transportation by providing farm access with Train (large trailer) configuration. The Train
Accessibility Discount is not a true discount when viewed from the provincial level, as the
cumulative cost of the ‘discount’ that is deducted from each producer is added to the provincial
freight rate, which producers then pay as a cost on all milk deliveries. The more producers in the
province that are Train accessible, the more the Board is able to reduce the provincial hauling cost
through the Route Based Formula we use to contract with transporters.
Ensuring that such a policy is set up in a fair and transparent manner, with clearly stated objectives
is important to the credibility of BC milk transportation.

Timeline

June 7, 2019

A letter from a producer was discussed at the
Board meeting. The Board instructed staff to
undergo consultation with stakeholders on the
current Train Accessibility Discount Policy policies
to ensure they are up to date and still applicable.
It was communicated to the producer on June 7,
2019 that a decision was pending the results of
consultation and an updated policy on the Train
Accessibility Discount.

September 12, 2019

The Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC)
reviewed the current Train Accessibility Discount
policy along with other transportation issues.

October 17, 2019

The Board reviewed the TAC draft meeting
minutes and discussed policy options to consult
with producers.

October 25, 2019

The BCMMB sent letters to each regional
producer organization requesting feedback on
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the Train Accessibility Discount policy (BCDA,
Mainland Milk Producers, Vancouver Island Milk
Producers, Kootenay Milk Producers Association,
Kamloops-Okanagan Dairyman’s Association,
Bulkley Valley Dairyman’s Association, Northern
Interior Dairymen). Request for all feedback by
November 20, 2019.
November 5, 2019

Board meeting to review staff options and
analysis of Train Accessibility Discount options.

November 20, 2019

Suggested deadline for written feedback from all
regional associations.

November 26, 2019

The Board reviewed feedback from all regions
received to date and finalized consultation for
review at the Fall Industry Meeting.

November 27, 2019

The Board met with the BCDA Board and
discussed the Train Accessibility Discount policy
and received the organizations feedback.

November 27, 2019

The Board presented and requested feedback
from stakeholders at the Fall Industry Meeting on
the Train Accessibility Discount policy. Producers
were to provide comment during the meeting, as
well as after the meeting through conversation or
emails to staff.

December 3, 2019

The Board met with the MMPA and discussed the
Train Accessibility Discount policy and received
feedback.

December 9

Received consultation feedback letter from BCDA

December 13, 2019

Last day to receive industry feedback

December 18, 2019

The Board discussed the consultation and next
steps

December 27, 2019

The Board issued a Notice to Producers with the
draft proposed policy, and invited feedback from
producers

January 10, 2020

Draft Train Accessibility Policy presented at
Mainland Milk Producers AGM, requesting any
further feedback or comments

January 27, 2020

Draft Train Accessibility Policy presented at
Vancouver Island Milk Producers AGM,
requesting any further feedback or comments

January 29, 2020

The Board will finalize and release an updated
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Train Accessibility Discount policy for an effective
date to be determined, as well as respond to the
original request from the producer.

Feedback Received

The following themes were heard through the consultation process from the Transportation
Advisory Committee, the BC Dairy Association, regional dairy associations, and the Fall Industry
Meeting.
1. Access to the farm should be considered
• Access to the farm through roadways, ferries, bridges, or other means should permit safe
passage of a Train
• The safety of the Bulk Tank Milk Grader (driver), the equipment, and the public must be
considered
• Minimum road grade or classifications should be considered
• The professional driving fleet should be consulted
2. Intended outcome of the policy should incent the usage of Trains
• There should be financial incentive to locate in a Train accessible location, or to make
alterations to a farm.
• Former Train Accessibility Discount lead to 83% Train Accessibility in BC, should continue
to strive for 100%
• Smaller farms incentive could be higher
3. Continue to implement the policy as currently enforced
• Has resulted in successful outcomes
• Discount should not be available to those that are not accessible by Trains
4. Train Accessibility for new farms and new entrants
• The Board should consider the impact of making Train Accessibility mandatory for new
farms
• This may be restrictive with limited dairy farm locations available
5. Feedback was received to only consider the elements that are within the producers control, and
not consider barriers that are outside of the producers control.
Producers were generally supportive of initiatives to increase transportation efficiencies.
It should be noted that feedback included discussions around changes to the volume discounts
applied when considered Train Accessible. However, this is outside the scope of the consultation
and will be sent back to the Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC) if they would like to further
pursue these options in the future.

Cost Analysis

The Train Accessibility Discount is not a true discount but meant to provide incentive to provide
Train access. The cumulative price decrease (or discount) of transportation is applied equally to all
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producers as efficiencies increase. The cost of the ‘discount’ is added to the provincial freight rate
and then deducted for those that receive the discount. If every producer in the province was Train
accessible, we would be able to reduce the provincial hauling cost through the Route Based
Formula.
For example, using data from September 2019, the base freight rate paid out by BC producers
before taking into account the Train Accessibility Discount was $1,931,916. There was $230,876
worth of Train discounts provided for the month and 68,208,593 litres of milk shipped. Therefore,
the total freight cost was $2,162,792 or $3.17/HL ($1,931,916 + $230,876). Train Accessibility
Discount’s contributed $0.34/HL to this figure. (please note these figures are simplified and do not
include GST, stop charges, manual charges etc).
Under this September example, producers would have paid the following freight rates:
• A Non-Train Accessible producer: $3.17/HL
• Train Accessible producer shipping 100,000 Litres in the month or less: $3.02/HL
• Train Accessible producer shipping 100,000 to 200,000 in the month: $2.87/HL
• Train Accessible producer shipping more than 200,000 in the month: $2.72/HL
Increasing the incentive offered to smaller producers who are most commonly non-Train Accessible
may provide a benefit to the overall freight rate through the Route Based Formula. However, this
would occur by raising the “provincial freight rate” through a higher ‘discount cost’ which shifts
discount dollars from large producers to smaller producers.
All producers will be rewarded with a lower cost of transportation as a higher percentage of farms
become Train Accessible. Revenue paid out to transporters is decreased with the usage of more
efficient equipment.

Policy Decision

After review of the feedback and recommendations, and extensive Board discussion the Board
made the following decisions which will form the foundation of the Train Accessibility policy:

In order to be considered Train Accessible, a farm must meet the following requirements:
•

Meet all yard and driveway requirements, as well as all standards and guidelines
outlined in the “Milk Pickup Policy” (see appendix)

•

Access to the farm via roadways, bridges, ferries or other means must provide safe
passage for trains that does not jeopardize the safety of the Bulk Tank Milk Grader,
the transportation equipment, or the public

•

The opinion and safety analysis of the professional driving fleet will be consulted
when considering Train Accessibility to the farm

•

Roads must be regularly maintained by the Ministry of Transportation, or other
regional authority, and deemed at minimum a school route or minimum of class C
winter highway classification
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•

To be considered for the Train Accessibility discount, a farm must be accessible by
train year-round. A farm will not be considered Train Accessible if the use of trains is
not reasonable throughout winter or only accessible seasonally (extreme weather
conditions excepted).

The SAFETI Principles

SAFETI is an acronym that refers to the stated six principles, which BC FIRB has provided to all
marketing boards and commissions to assist them in developing principles-based regulations:
• Strategic – Ensure policies take into account evaluation of short and long-term risks and
opportunities;
• Accountable – Policies are consistent with the NPMA, NPMA Regulations, the Board’s Orders
and other relevant legislation;
• Fair – Procedural fairness in processes and decision-making;
• Effective – Ensure clearly defined outcomes with appropriate processes and measures;
• Transparent – Ensure that process, practices, procedures are open, accessible and informed;
• Inclusive – Ensure that appropriate interests, including the public interest are considered.
To assist in developing a framework around these questions, the Board considered the feedback
gained through the Transportation Advisory Committee, industry meetings, as well as regional
association feedback. The Train Accessibility Discount consultation relied on a decision-making
framework consistent with the SAFETI principles and the Board’s strategic plan to form the basis of
the Board’s revised Train Accessibility Discount Policy.
The SAFETI principles are not meant to be a “checklist” of principles that are easily and clearly
identifiable in isolation. Rather they are meant to be considered as a group where the principles
tend to reinforce each other. When a public policy manages to get the balance of incentives and
interests mostly right, it should be easier to see these linkages between the principles. Although
they are outlined in isolation below for discussion purposes; it is done in an attempt to illustrate, at
least in part, how the Train Accessibility Discount policy holds together to meet these principles.
Strategic
The BCMMB is vested with the power to promote, regulate and control in any and all respects the
production, transportation, packing, storage and marketing, or any of them, of a regulated product
within British Columbia under the Natural Products Marketing Act (NPMA). Train Accessibility
Discount was designed to incentivise producers to establish their farms in a fashion that
transportation can be effective and efficient. It provides a financial benefit to those willing to locate
their farm or upgrade their driveways and yards to allow for larger more economical transportation
units which benefit all BC producers in reducing freight rates. All producers share in a pooled freight
rate and all have the opportunity to assist in making the industry efficient.
Goal 4 of the BCMMB’s current Strategic Plan (2016-2020) is to: “Ensure integrity of the dairy
industry and quality products through proAction (CQM) program and the milk Industry Act
Requirements”. The Train Accessibility Discount policy ensures the integrity and efficiencies of milk
hauling throughout BC and helps secure cost-effective transportation contracts for all regions.
Through the Boards ‘Route Based Formula’ which is used for transporter payment, the Board has
strategically pushed for more Train usage throughout the province. While an individual receives a
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hectolitre discount on their freight rate, the actual provincial freight costs are reduced for all
producers as transporters can convert to using less equipment.
Accountable
The intention of the Train Accessibility Discount is to reward those who can be picked up by a Train
and contributing to transport efficiencies. It is meant to hold producers accountable to the costs
that all producers share, and to ensure an individual producers inefficiency are not a burden on all
other producers. The Train Accessibility Discount promotes producers to locate into convenient
locations, and make their farm Train accessible, but does not prevent producers the freedom to
locate in areas not accessible by Train. Likewise, Train Accessibility Discount policy reinforces the
accountability of the Board to ensure our transportation costs are controlled and seek cost savings
where appropriate.
Fair
Only producers who are accessible by Train are receiving the Train Accessibility Discount. If a
producer was given a discount but was instead adding extra cost to the transportation system, it is
an undue burden placed on all other BC dairy farmers. Additionally, it would not be a fair treatment
to compensate a transporter a lesser amount for a Train accessible farm, when they cannot
rightfully use a Train configuration. This is consistent with how all producers are treated in the
province with respect to both year-round access, as well as roadway accessibility. All stakeholders
need to be considered when a policy affects them, and this includes the transporter whose pay is
dependent on the equipment they can use.
Effective
The Train Accessibility Discount has brought BC to a position where the majority of the province is
picked up in this configuration. It has helped lead BC to some of the lowest transportation rates in
the Western Milk Pool. 83% of BC producers are considered Train accessible and receiving the
discount which is a testament to the success of the policy.
Continuing to support and incentivize farms to locate or make modifications to their farm access to
permit Train Accessibility will continue to be an effective policy as the BCMMB strives towards 100%
Train Accessibility.
Transparent
The Board made every effort to keep the Train Accessibility Discount consultation, its timeline, it’s
meetings, and communications as transparent as possible throughout the three-month consultation
process. The Board intends to revise and upload the Train Accessibility Discount policy to the
BCMMB webpage (transportation tab), as well as communicate through a Notice to Producer and its
newsletter. The Board consulted with the Transportation Advisory Committee, the BCDA, MMPA,
gave producers an opportunity to speak during the Fall Industry Meeting, and requested feedback in
writing from each region.
Inclusive
The Train Accessibility Discount policy takes into consideration all industry stakeholders. The main
purpose is to maintain or reduce provincial freight rates for all producers in BC. Additionally, we do
not want equipment, Bulk Tank Milk Graders (drivers), or the public put into unsafe and dangerous
situations by bringing Train configurations where it is unsafe to do so. The public safety risk must be
considered when there are weight restrictions, ferry access, or unsafe roadways.
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The use of larger equipment like Trains also reduces the number of trucks entering a processing
facility. Thus, the use of Train configurations also supports efficiencies for processors in the way of
deliveries and trailer washes.
Therefore, the Board consciously ensured that it was considering the interests of other industry
stakeholders, including the public, when they made their Train Accessibility Discount policy
decisions. The Milk Board, in looking to the future sustainability of the dairy industry must be
conscious of efficiencies for all stakeholders that play a role in the dairy value chain.
The Board does not have the intention to limit the locations where farms are permissible. However,
what the Board hopes to achieve with the Train Accessibility Discount policy is to ensure the right
incentives are in place to encourage all BC dairy farms to participate in the efficiencies and cost
reduction strategies around milk transportation.

Appendix – Policies
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Updated February 2020

MILK PICKUP POLICY
The purpose of this policy is to promote farm safety, quality assurance and hauling efficiencies.
Producers are responsible for ensuring that the transporter has safe, clean, and practical access to the
milk house.
The MILK PICKUP POLICY is divided into five distinct sections:
1. Driveway Requirements for which all milk producers must be in compliance; and
2. Standards and Guidelines that producers may be required to comply with depending on
circumstance.
3. Milk pickup charges
4. Freight Zones
5. Train Accessibility Discount Policy

Driveway Requirements
CROSS CONTAMINATION
•
•

Driveways and milk loading areas must be kept free of manure and mud.
Livestock may be driven across but must not have unlimited access to that portion of the
driveway travelled by the milk tanker.

DRIVEWAY ACCESS
•
•
•
•
•
•

For safety reasons, it is not permissible for a milk tanker to back in or out of farmyards.
An adequate drive through or turnaround area must be provided on the farm.
Backing up a milk tanker in the yard is not desirable.
A circular turnaround area is the safest type of maneuver that allows safe entry and exit of the
tanker.
A gate that requires opening and closing by the milk tanker driver is not permitted.
If a circular driveway is not possible, a yard in which a milk tanker can be turned around by means
of a three-point turn is required.

18 ft
50 ft

12 ft
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Standards and Guidelines
The following provisions are guidelines and may be enforced for safety purposes or to facilitate milk pickup. Producers may be required to comply with any or all of the provisions in this section.
DRIVEWAY ENTRANCE
•
•

The driveway entrance must provide a safe and reasonable access for the type of vehicle
operating in the area. If the type of vehicle used to pick up milk changes, the producer must
ensure that the driveway entrance can accommodate the new vehicle.
Where the driveway intersects with the road, the width of the driveway should be 50 feet so that
the tanker does not have to swing across the centerline and into oncoming traffic while entering
the driveway.

The driveway entrance should taper from the shoulder of the road so that at a point 40 feet in from the
edge of the travelled portion of the road, the width of the driveway is 12 feet minimum (16 feet
preferred).
The length of any necessary culvert will be dependent on the ditch location with respect to the driveway
entrance.

DRIVEWAY CONSTRUCTION
•

•

An example of the type of driveway construction that might be used for building a turnaround is
shown below. However, the amount of natural drainage will determine if more or less granular
material is required.
Remove all top soil before applying non-crushed and crushed gravel.
Crushed or “A” Gravel (10-15cm)
Top Soil

_ _
Sub Soil
Non-crushed or “B” Gravel (15cm)
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DRIVEWAY BRIDGES
•
•

All bridges, culverts and cattle guards should be clearly identified on all four corners where the
driveway meets the bridge.
The weight-bearing capacity must meet the maximum weight of the loaded milk truck.

FENCES ALONG DRIVEWAYS
•

Fences should be set back at least 8 feet from the closest edge of the driveway to allow for adequate
snow removal and reduced drifting.

OVERHEAD OBJECTS
•

The driveway and yard area should be free of wires and tree branches to a height of 14 feet. Ice and
snow build up should be considered when determining the height.

BLOCKED ACCESS
•

Cars, farm implements, and other obstructions must not be located or parked in that portion of the
yard and driveway that is travelled by the tanker.

LOADING AREA
•

The area of the yard on which the tanker is parked while picking up milk must be level, free of mud
and manure, and reasonably dry.

MAINTENANCE
•
•
•
•

The driveway and yard must be kept in good repair, free of potholes and ruts.
The driveway edges should be clearly marked.
In winter conditions, that portion of the driveway and yard the tanker travels must be cleared of
snow.
Ice surfaces should be salted or sanded.
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Milk Pick-up Charges
In addition to the applicable freight rates, milk deliveries are subject to the following charges:
•

•

Stop Charge of $8.00 per pick-up. The Stop Charge recognizes the time spent by the transporter
for these services:
o Reading and recording bulk tank dipstick measurement
o Agitating milk in bulk tank and collecting milk sample
o Connecting and disconnecting milk line
Extra Pick-up Charge, Emergency or Special Non-Scheduled extra Pick-up Charge as described
below

Special pickups - $250 per pickup
The minimum cost of special pickups, non-scheduled pickups, or emergency pickups is $250 per
pickup. Please note, consistently scheduled pickups that occur other than every other day will
remain at the everyday pickup charge of $150.
Daily pickup - $150 per pickup
Any producer wishing to go on to a daily pickup schedule must give two weeks’ notice to the
BCMMB and must remain on daily pickup for at least one month, two weeks’ notice must also be
given to come off of daily pickup. If TWO WEEKS NOTICE is not given, these extra pickups would be
considered “special pickups” and will be charged at the minimum rate of $250 per extra pickup.
The Extra Pick-up Charge covers the extra cost of dispatching a transporter to an area that has the
majority of its producers on every other day pick-up schedule.

Freight Zones
The following freight zones have been established for determining within-quota and over-quota freight
rates:
(1) Fraser Valley
(2) Vancouver Island
(4) Bulkley Valley & Cariboo
(6) Kootenays
(7) Okanagan
(8) Peace River
The pooled provincial freight rate applies to all within-quota milk deliveries for producers situated in
Zones 1 through 8. Over-quota freight rates for producers in Zones 1 through 8 are published in
Schedule 7 to the British Columbia Milk Marketing Board Consolidated Order.
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Train Accessibility Policy
Producers with train accessible driveways and yards, as well as access to the farm, are eligible for these
discounts:
•
•
•

$0.15 per hectolitre if the total monthly shipments are less than 100,000 litres
$0.30 per hectolitre if the total monthly shipments are at least 100,000 litres and less than
200,000 litres
$0.45 per hectolitre if the total monthly shipments are at least 200,000 litres

In order to be considered Train Accessible, a farm must meet the following requirements:

•

Meet all yard and driveway requirements, as well as all standards and
guidelines outlined in the “Milk Pickup Policy”

•

Access to the farm via roadways, bridges, ferries or other means must provide safe
passage for trains that does not jeopardize the safety of the Bulk Tank Milk Grader,
the transportation equipment, or the public

•

The opinion and safety analysis of the professional driving fleet will be
consulted when considering Train Accessibility to the farm

•

Roads must be regularly maintained by the Ministry of Transportation, or other
regional authority, and deemed at minimum a school route or minimum of class C
winter highway classification

•

To be considered for the Train Accessibility discount, a farm must be accessible by
train year-round. A farm will not be considered Train Accessible if the use of trains
is not reasonable throughout winter or only accessible seasonally (extreme
weather conditions excepted).

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Kelly Harris at 604-854-4479 or
kharris@bcmilk.com, or you can contact Woody Siemens at 604-854-4476 or wsiemens@bcmilk.com
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FARM DRIVEWAY & YARD POLICY
> Introduction
The purpose of this policy is to promote farm safety, quality assurance and hauling efficiencies.
Producers are responsible for ensuring that the transporter has safe, clean and practical access to the
milk house.
The Farm Driveway and Yard Policy is divided into two distinct sections:

y

1. Driveway Requirements for which all milk producers must be in compliance; and

lic

2. Standards and Guidelines that producers may be required to comply with depending on circumstance.
> Driveway Requirements

DRIVEWAY ACCESS

•
•

For safety reasons, it is no longer permissible for a milk tanker to back in or out of farmyards.
An adequate drive through or turnaround area must be provided on the farm.
Backing up a milk tanker in the yard is not desirable.
A circular turnaround area is the safest type of maneuver that allows safe entry and exit of the
tanker.
A gate that requires opening and closing by the milk tanker driver is not permitted.
If a circular driveway is not possible, a yard in which a milk tanker can be turned around by means
of a three-point turn is required.

Pr
e

•
•
•
•

s

Driveways and milk loading areas must be kept free of manure.
Livestock may be driven across but must not have unlimited access to that portion of the
driveway travelled by the milk tanker.

vi
ou

•
•

po

CROSS CONTAMINATION
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> Standards and Guidelines
The following provisions are guidelines and may be enforced for safety purposes or to facilitate milk pickup.
Producers may be required to comply with any or all of the provisions in this section.
DRIVEWAY ENTRANCE
•
•

The driveway entrance must provide a safe and reasonable access for the type of vehicle
operating in the area. If the type of vehicle used to pick up milk changes, the producer must
ensure that the driveway entrance can accommodate the new vehicle.
Where the driveway intersects with the road, the width of the driveway should be 50 feet so that
the tanker does not have to swing across the centerline and into oncoming traffic while entering
the driveway.

lic

y

The driveway entrance should taper from the shoulder of the road so that at a point 40 feet in from the
edge of the travelled portion of the road, the width of the driveway is 12 feet minimum (16 feet
preferred).

vi
ou

s

po

The length of any necessary culvert will be dependent on the ditch location with respect to the driveway
entrance.

DRIVEWAY CONSTRUCTION

•

An example of the type of driveway construction that might be used for building a turnaround is
shown below. However, the amount of natural drainage will determine if more or less granular
material is required.
Remove all top soil before applying non-crushed and crushed gravel.

Pr
e

•

Crushed or “A” Gravel (10-15cm)
Top Soil

_ _
Sub Soil
Non-crushed or “B”

Gravel (15cm)
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DRIVEWAY BRIDGES
•
•

All bridges, culverts and cattle guards should be clearly identified on all four corners where the
driveway meets the bridge.
The weight-bearing capacity must meet the maximum weight of the loaded milk truck.

FENCES ALONG DRIVEWAYS
•

Fences should be set back at least 8 feet from the closest edge of the driveway to allow for adequate
snow removal and reduced drifting.

OVERHEAD OBJECTS
The driveway and yard area should be free of wires and tree branches to a height of 14 feet. Ice and
snow build up should be considered when determining the height.

y

•

Cars, farm implements and other obstructions must not be located or parked in that portion of the
yard and driveway that is travelled by the tanker.

po

•

lic

BLOCKED ACCESS

LOADING AREA

The area of the yard on which the tanker is parked while picking up milk must be level, free of mud
and manure, and reasonably dry.

MAINTENANCE

•

The driveway and yard must be kept in good repair, free of potholes and ruts.
The driveway edges should be clearly marked.
In winter conditions, that portion of the driveway and yard the tanker travels must be cleared of
snow.
Ice surfaces should be salted or sanded.

Pr
e

•
•
•

vi
ou

s

•

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Kelly Harris at 604-854-4479 or
kharris@bcmilk.com, or you can contact Woody Siemens at 604-854-4476 or wsiemens@bcmilk.com
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TRANSPORT COSTS & QUALITY BONUS
> Milk Quality Bonus
A monthly milk quality bonus applies to all milk that does not exceed the following thresholds:
Somatic Cell Count of 250,000 cells per millilitre
Individual Bacteria Count (IBC) of 30,000 cells per millilitre
Zero litres of non-qualifying milk
Water content of 3.7%

y

•
•
•
•
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The test results are displayed on the producer statements and in the Producers Only section of the
Board’s Web Site. Please contact the Board if you need a password for the web site.

po

Non-qualifying milk status is determined by discovery at the plant or through testing by the BC Ministry
of Agriculture.
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> Milk Pick-up Charges

In addition to the applicable freight rates, milk deliveries are subject to the following charges:

•

vi

Stop Charge of $8.00 per pick-up.
Extra Pick-up Charge of at least $150.00 for every other pick-up if daily pick-ups are requested.
o Must give two-weeks notice to go on a daily pick-up schedule, or will be charged at the
special pick-up price.
Emergency or Special Non-Scheduled extra Pick-up Charge of at least $250.00 for pickups
specially requested by producer.

pe

•
•

The Stop Charge recognizes the time spent by the transporter for these services:
•
•
•

Reading and recording bulk tank dipstick measurement
Agitating milk in bulk tank and collecting milk sample
Connecting and disconnecting milk line

The Extra Pick-up Charge covers the extra cost of dispatching a transporter to an area that has the
majority of its producers on an every other day pick-up schedule.
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> Freight Zones
The following freight zones have been established for determining within-quota and over-quota freight
rates:
(1) Fraser Valley
(2) Vancouver Island
(4) Bulkley Valley & Cariboo
(6) Kootenays
(7) Okanagan
(8) Peace River

lic

y

The pooled provincial freight rate applies to all within-quota milk deliveries for producers situated in
Zones 1 through 8. Over-quota freight rates for producers in Zones 1 through 8 are published in
Schedule 6 to the British Columbia Milk Marketing Board Consolidated Order.

po

> Train Accessible Discounts

Producers with train accessible driveways and yards are eligible for these discounts:

•

s

$0.15 per hectolitre if the total monthly shipments are less than 100,000 litres
$0.30 per hectolitre if the total monthly shipments are at least 100,000 litres and less than
200,000 litres
$0.45 per hectolitre if the total monthly shipments are at least 200,000 litres
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•
•
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In order to determine if your driveway and yard are train accessible, please read the “FARM DRIVEWAY
AND YARD POLICY” summary.

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Kelly Harris at 604-854-4479 or
kharris@bcmilk.com, or you can contact Woody Siemens at 604-854-4476 or wsiemens@bcmilk.com
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